Travel, Serve, And Nourish Your Spirit With Conscious Journeys By Traveling To Tibet

See, Touch, Taste, and Experience Tibet through adventurous, spiritual, and service-oriented journeys.

LHASA, Tibet (PRWEB) November 15, 2018 -- Conscious Journeys is excited to announce the upcoming trips to Tibet in the summer of 2019! CJ is wrapping 2018 with great success: clients raving about voluntoursim to Eastern Tibet, spiritual journey to Surmang Dutsi-Til monastery, and connecting with nature and local culture with birdwatching trips, home stays, and medical mission. If you are seeking adventure, immersion in local culture, spiritual experience, and rekindling your passion for medicine with service trips, Conscious Journeys has it all. Our journeys will begin with a Medical Mission (May 25 to June 10), followed by Tibet: Nature, Birds, & Culture (June 15 to June 29), and Surmang Dutsi Til Monastery Pilgrimage (July 28 to August 8).

Unlike other Tibet tour companies, CJ provides unique experiences that engages you in the local community, rather than only experiencing "touristy things". One of our happy clients, Heather Johnson, wrote on our trip advisor,

"My husband and I took a Conscious Journeys trip, after being part of the Tibetan Village Project (TVP) for over a decade. It was an incredible experience to have been a donor for many years and then get to actually meet the children in the orphanages, the monks, the nuns, and all the great families. To see first hand the wonderful work that TVP accomplishes is just outstanding. I will never forget the wonderful experience and the incredible people we met throughout Tibet. The home stays were so fun because the families let us participate in all the activities the family is engaged in. We got to cook with the families and learn how to milk dris (female Yak) and learn how to make yogurt and Yak-butter. We learned how to make momos. We visited monasteries and experienced a Tibetan horse race. We visited health clinics and learned how the TVP funds are helping the people in the villages. The entire TVP staff that runs the Conscious Journeys is just incredibly professional and the coordination and logistics of the entire trip were incredible. We could not have had a better trip. During the trip, local Tibetans that were bilingual traveled with us the entire time and shared their culture and traditions with us. I recommend a Conscious Journey trip to anyone interested in Tibet. We learn so much and plan to return this summer."

If you would like to truly experience Tibetan culture and nature, we encourage you to learn more about our journeys here!

Conscious Journeys: We are a social enterprise company of Tibetan Village Project that provides authentic travel experiences to Tibet and creates employment in the local communities. Whether you are on a private tour, in a small group, or in a service trip, our family will welcome you in our hearts, homes, and communities.
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